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Kamera zewnętrzna IP Arenti O2 WiFi 3MP

Arenti O2 WiFi 3MP outdoor IP camera.
Now  you  can  rest  easy  knowing  your  home  is  under  constant  protection.  The  Arenti  O2  outdoor  IP  camera  records  in  high  2K  /  3MP
resolution, regardless of the time of day or night. It has a built-in smart motion sensor and also supports two-way audio. With an IP65
rating, you don't have to worry about damaging it, and a dedicated app and voice assistants make it easy to use. It supports microSD
cards up to a maximum of 128 GB and allows you to store content in the cloud.
 
Great quality at any time
The  Arenti  camera  impresses  with  fantastic  recording  quality.  With  Ultra  HD  2K/3MP  quality,  your  videos  will  be  extremely  clear  and
clean, allowing you to quickly identify people, vehicles or animals approaching your property. With a wide 145° viewing angle, nothing
will escape your attention! The O2 model also captures video after dark - built-in IR LEDs allow you to record at night up to 10m away,
giving you a sense of security around the clock.
 
Intelligent motion and sound detection
Keep your home safe from danger. The O2 camera has a built-in intelligent motion and sound sensor that will make you feel even safer in
your home. When the camera detects sound or motion in its field of view, you will receive an instant notification on your phone, so you
can stay up to date with what's happening around your home. 
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Two-way audio
The camera is equipped with a high-quality microphone and speaker, and supports 2-way audio, so you can talk directly to people within
range of the camera. Whether you want to give instructions to a courier, talk to guests at the door or warn an intruder - now you can
freely talk to them in real time, even if you're not at home!
 
Additional facilities
Want to gain more capabilities? Download the dedicated Arenti app! You can find it in both the Google Play store and the App Store. It
will give you access to live video preview. The app allows you to take photos, record 60-second videos, make two-way calls or change
settings. It is also possible to share the camera with other users, such as family members or friends. The camera also supports Google
Assistant and Amazon Alexa, so you can control it with your voice.
 
Resistant to extreme conditions
Worried  about  damaging  your  camera  during  a  snowstorm  or  heavy  rainfall?  Don't  be!  The  robust  design  of  the  camera  guarantees
reliability in any situation.  Thanks to the IP65 degree of  protection,  the device is  resistant to a variety of  weather conditions.  It  is  not
intimidated by hot summer days or cold winter mornings - it can work in temperatures from -20°C to 50°C. Moreover, its installation will
not be a problem for you.
 
A variety of material storage options
The Arenti  camera gives you full  flexibility in storing recorded materials.  The device supports microSD memory cards of up to 128 GB
(not  included).  Worried about  losing important  recordings?  Take advantage of  the  cloud to  securely  store  your  recordings  and access
them at any time. The camera is also compatible with NVR (Network Video Recorder).
 
Included
camera
power adapter
microUSB power cable
pouch for mounting accessories
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Arenti
	Model
	O2
	Color
	White
	Matrix
	1/2.8" CMOS
	Video resolution
	2304 x 1296 (3MP)
	Field of view 
	Horizontal: 88°, Vertical: 47°, 
	Shutter
	1/20" - 1/10 000s
	Minimum brightness
	Color: 0.01 lux at F2.0; B&W: 0.01 lux at F2.0
	IR Range
	Night Vision up to 10 m
	Night / Day
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	Auto (ICR) / Color / Black and White.
	Extended dynamic range
	DWDR
	Lens
	3.6 mm at F2.0
	Compression
	H.264
	Bitrate
	32 Kbps ~2 Mbps
	Frame rate
	1/25 FPS
	Audio input / output
	Built-in microphone / speaker
	Alarm trigger
	Motion detector
	Wireless network security
	64/128-bit WPA/WPA2, WPA-PSK/WPA2-PSK, WPS
	Communication protocol
	HTTP, DHCP, DNS, TCP/IP, RTSP
	Interface protocol
	Private
	Wireless connectivity
	2.4G WIFI (IEEE802.11b/g/n)
	Supported operating systems
	iOS 9 or later, Android 5 or later
	Security
	AES128
	Operating temperature
	-20°C to 50°C
	Water resistance
	IP65
	Power supply
	DC 5V/1A
	Storage
	Micro SD card (up to 128 GB), cloud storage, NVR
	Dimensions
	137 x 65 x 75 mm
	Weight
	120 g
	Application
	Arenti
	Compatibility
	Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa

Preço:

€ 35.01
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Casa inteligente, Others
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